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Electron-counting rules for clusters allow predictions to be
made about structural changes that result from the addition of
electron pairs to cluster molecules.2 The anticipated effect is
that addition of electron pairs to a cluster results in the opening
up of the structure in the sequencecloso, nido, arachno, hypho.3

There are some simple examples in the literature of systems in
which addition of an electron pair to a smallnido-borane, in
the form of an equivalent of Lewis base, forms a conventional
arachno-cluster. This results when CN- is added to B5H9.4 In
most of the known cases, however, two electron pairs are added
to thenido-borane to afford ahypho-cluster5 or the added base
cleaves the borane.6 The structurally characterized adduct
species include B5H9‚2PMe3,5a B4H8‚(Me2NCH2)2,5b,c B5H9‚-
(Ph2P)2CH2,5c,dB5H9‚(Ph2PCH2)2,5c,dB5H9‚(Me2NCH2)2,5c,dand
B6H10‚2PMe3.7 In addition, B6H10‚PMe38 has also been identi-
fied from spectroscopic data. In this paper we describe the
formation of a uniqueexo-arachnocluster, from the addition
of phosphine bases to [(PPh3)2(CO)OsB5H9] (1),9a in a process
which is reversible.
If a mixture of [(PPh3)2(CO)OsB5H9] (1) (0.26 mmol) and

PPh3 (0.35 mmol) in CH2Cl2 is refluxed for 14 h under N2, a
pale-yellow, air stable crystalline solid of formulation [(PPh3)2-
(CO)OsB5H9‚(PPh3)] (2) is obtained in 57% yield. The same
species had previously been isolated as a minor product in the
preparation of1.9b Mass spectral data10 provided the formula-
tion but identification of2 eluded us for some time because
precedence suggested anarachno-type structure1,2 and satisfac-
tory elemental analysis data were precluded by the presence of

solvent in the lattice.11 The 11B NMR spectrum for212 gave
four signals in 2:1:1:1 ratio, and the1H{11B} spectra suggested
the presence of five terminal and four bridging H atoms, two
of them bridging to the metal atom. Selective decoupling
experiments indicated that only one terminal H resonance was
associated with the boron resonance of intensity 2, suggesting
that one boron atom must have a substituent. The low-
temperature31P NMR spectrum showed three inequivalent P
atoms, one of which was broad suggesting coupling to boron.
The 11B NMR spectrum of2 is quite similar to that of the

osmapentaborane [(PPh3)2(CO)OsB4H8] (3),9a except that one
the resonances has been shifted downfield by about 16 ppm
and there is an additional resonance B(6) whose chemical shift
of -34.4 ppm is close to that for BH3‚PR3 compounds (ca.-37
ppm).13 It is similarly comparable to the11B spectrum of the
substituted derivative [(PPh3)2(CO)OsB4H7(C4H9)].14 These
observations suggested that we had an osmapentaborane with
a pendent BH2‚PPh3 group bonded to one of the basal boron
atoms. Selective decoupling experiments indicated that the
pendent boron was bonded to a boron adjacent to the Os atom,
therefore we presume that the reaction described in eq 1 and
illustrated in steps 1-3 of Scheme 1 had taken place. Although

the NMR spectra for [(PPh3)2(CO)OsB5H9] leave some doubt
about its structure, we have recently determined the structure
by X-ray analysis and confirmed that the bridging H atoms are
symmetrically disposed, as seen in Scheme 1.15 The reversibility
of the reaction was established by heating a purified sample of
2 in CDCl3 at 40 °C for 17 h, which resulted in recovery of
53% of1. Heating2 for extended periods at 50°C results in
the formation of [(PPh3)2(CO)OsB4H8] and BH3‚PPh3. This
suggests that the process shown in step 4 of Scheme 1 also
occurs.

† Suggested name: [2-Carbonyl-2,2-bis(triphenylphosphine)-3-{(diphe-
nylmethylphosphine)boryl}-nido-2-osmapentaborane].
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Scheme 1

[(PPh3)2(CO)OsB5H9] + PPh3 h

[(PPh3)2(CO)OsB5H9‚(PPh3)] (1)
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Attempts to obtain crystals of2 suitable for X-ray analysis
were unsuccessful. However, we were able to demonstrate
similar chemistry with the bases PMe3 and PPh2Me, and the
adduct (PPh3)2(CO)OsB5H9‚(PPh2Me) (4) provided crystals
suitable for a good quality X-ray analysis.16 The structure of
4, represented in Figure 1, confirms that the species is an
osmapentaborane skeleton with a pendent BH2‚PR3 group. As
expected, the structure differs little from that of B5H9 except
for features influenced by the presence of the Os atom. Thus,
the angle B(5)-Os-B(3) is 69.3(6)° as opposed to 90° in B5H9,
and the apex-base and the base-base interboron distances are
slightly longer in4 than in the latter.17 The angle B(1)-B(3)-
B(6) of 139(2)°, is similar to the B(1)-B(2)-H(2) angle in B5H9

of 130(2)°, indicating that the BH2‚PR3 moiety occupies a very
similar location to the terminal H atom it supplants in B5H9.
Selected structural parameters are given in Figure 1.
The position of the equilibrium and the tendency to degrade

to the osmapentaborane3 is dependent on the donor strength
of the phosphine base. Thus, PMe3 reacts with1 to give an
analogue of the adduct2 which on heating does not regenerate
1 but degrades to3 with the elimination of BH3‚PMe3. The
PPh2Me adduct4 is more stable than the PPh adduct2, and an
equilibrium between4 and 1 exists in which the former
predominates. Thermolysis of1 under the same conditions (18
h at 50°C) affords3. This was observed previously, although

the earlier study used much higher temperatures (100°C) to
obtain comparable yields of3.9a We propose that the formation
of the phosphine adducts2 (or 4), and the ultimate degradation
to the osmapentaborane3, proceeds as illustrated in Scheme 1.
Coordination of PPh3 results in the opening of the cage to afford
an unstable intermediatearachno system that rearranges, as
indicated in Scheme 1, to afford (PPh3)2(CO)OsB4H7(BH2PPh3).
Loss of phosphine‚borane affords the osmapentaborane (PPh3)2-
(CO)OsB4H8 (3). Obviously this latter step must involve the
incorporation of two additional H atoms from solution species
since (PPh3)2(CO)OsB4H7(BH2PPh3) (2) contains two fewer H
atoms than the combination of3 and BH3‚PPh3. The observed
structure of4 may be compared to the proposed structure for
B6H10‚PMe3, which, on the basis of NMR evidence, is postulated
to be a pentaborane cage with the BH2L group bridging adjacent
basal boron atoms rather thanσ-bonded to a single basal B atom
as we observed for4.8 The degradation of metallahexaboranes
to clusters containing pendent boron atoms is a process which
has only been suggested fromab initio calculations,18 but our
results suggest that it may be an important new reaction mode
for clusters.
The results suggest a possible mechanism for the formation

of 1-[Fe(CO)3]B4H8
19 and 4-[Fe(CO)3]B5H9

20 from Fe(CO)5 and
B5H9. The former is prepared from the thermolysis of B5H9/
Fe(CO)5 mixtures. If the reaction is carried out with frequent
removal of excess CO, which is formed in the reaction, then
the principal product is [Fe(CO)3]B5H9,20 presumably because
CO serves the same role in the latter reaction as does the addition
of excess phosphine in the reactions of (PPh3)2(CO)OsB5H9

described herein. Our results also emphasize the importance
of not disregarding trace products in reactions. The initial
observation of2 was as one of several trace byproducts which
also included (PPh3)2(CO)(H)OsB3H8, (PPh3)2(CO)OsB4H8, Li-
[(PPh3)2(H)OsB9H13], etc., formed in the preparation of (PPh3)2-
(CO)OsB5H9.
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Figure 1. Molecular structure ofnido-[(PPh3)2(CO)OsB4H7](BH2‚PPh2-
Me) (4) with 30% probability thermal ellipsoids and the R groups on
P and the cage H atoms omitted. Selected interatomic distances (Å)
are from Os (B(5) 2.36(2), B(3) 2.40(2), B(1) 2.23(2)), from B(3) (B(4)
1.85(4), B(1) 1.75(3), B(6) 1.69(3)), and B(4)-B(5) 1.79(3) and B(6)-
P(3) 1.92(2). Angles (deg) include B(3)-B(6)-P(3) 110.8(13), B(4)-
B(3)-B(6) 134(2), and Os-B(3)-B(6) 130.7(12).
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